
Here is the Mission Statement:

Embrasser: A Journal in English and International French, is a new journal of translations of French into English, 
and English into French.  Embrasserhighlights the many varieties of French—wherever they are spoken—
including places like Southern Louisiana, Canada, the Caribbean, Switzerland, Belgium, and Africa.
 
“Embrasser” is French for “to kiss;” it also means “to embrace;” it is a proper French greeting.  Embrasser aims 
to embrace the history, culture, and stories told in the French dialects spoken outside of the motherland.  To pass 
language from tongue to tongue and from mouth to ear is a kind of exchange, and translation is—in its purest 
sense—a labor performed in love: an implicit love of one’s own language, and an explicit love for the language of 
translation.  Like its English cognate, “embrace,” Embrasser seeks to embrace writers and stories in 
Francophone areas worldwide, and to deliver stories told in unique perspectives to a wider English- and French-
speaking audience.
 
Embrasser has goals of translation and dissemination, but a principle goal is also preservation.  For a variety of 
social, economic, and cultural reasons, many dialects of French are disappearing.  Embrasser was initially 
concieved as an effort to preserve Cajun French, a unique variety of French only spoken in Southwestern 
Louisiana in a Cajun-populated area called “Acadiana.” Historically, Cajun has been a vilified language, and was 
nearly eradicated two generations ago by English speakers in the region.  Cajun was not taught to the 
succeeding generation, and it is now becoming apparent that the language is dying out. Embrasser joins the 
movement to preserve the unique varieties of French—including Cajun, Louisiana Creole and the dialects of 
French spoken by Native Americans—as well as the French spoken by the Francophonic world at large.
 
Embrasser also encourages writers to submit work in English for translation into French, and to submit work in 
international French for translation into English.  Its premiere issue will be released during the season of Mardi 
Gras, 2014.


